
A discretionary service charge of 10% will be added to your bill.



HOUSE COCKTAILS

From Goa with Love
Roasted Coconut, Burnt Cinnamon, Coconut Blossom & Whisky
The iconic Old Fashioned is world renowned for showcasing beautifully aged spirits. 
Love Whisky? Look no further for incredible complexity from both whisky and 
delicate coconut.

.............................................................. £10.75

Hawa Beach Party
Fresh Mango, Papaya, Sweet Coconut & Coconut Sap Brandy
A true postcard-like location where the blue Indian ocean rolls onto beautiful golden 
sands all backed by glorious green foliage. Tropical and fresh with creamy coconut.

.................................................................... £10.75

Postcard from Arossim
Fresh Pineapple, Lime, Mango, Sparkling Wine & White Rum
Southern Goa is a true paradise on earth. Abundant in food culture alongside fresh 
fruit, our Postcard from Arossim aims to put Goa in a glass with sunshine and sparkles.

.......................................................... £10.75

Gift from KGF
Passion Fruit, Orange, Lemon with Saffron Gin
One of our favourites: the stunning Corpse Reviver No.2 given a glamorous 
and fruity overhaul using treasures from the Kolar Gold Fields. Cue the music!

......................................................................... £10.75

Full Moon
Passion Fruit, Mango & Citrus with Elderflower Gin
Celebrate the Hindu festival of Holi every day and cherish the triumph of good 
over evil. The White Lady gets a colourful makeover showcasing 
the best flavours of spring and summer.

.................................................................................. £10.75

Atithi Devo Bhava
Hibiscus Flowers, Lemon & Rose Petal with Strawberry Gin
Meaning “the Guest is God”. It’s an Indian custom to use an offering of flowers, 
fruits and blossoms to please God. This deliciously floral interpretation of the 
Clover Club is a special “offering” to you and we are certain it will please your senses.

................................................................... £10.75

Monsoon Season
Turmeric, Lime, Mango & Black Spiced Rum
Celebrate the rainy season for all its life bringing attributes. This is a spiced 
adaptation of the Dark & Stormy with big bold flavours in fruit and spice.

..................................................................... £10.75



Blue City
Cardamom, Pandan, Rose, Blue Vodka
This cocktail pays tribute to the stunning Jodhpur, knows as the blue city. 
Copper sulphate turns blue under certain conditions, giving the houses their 
famous uniform blue colour. We've infused our house special blue vodka to 
create a vibrant blue hue that echoes the city's iconic aesthetic.

................................................................................... £10.75

Patakha
Warm Spices, Chocolate Orange, Hint of Gingerbread, Tropical Banana, Black Spiced Rum
Patakha means "firework".  The cocktail takes its name from the explosive bursts 
of flavor and intensity it delivers, much like a dazzling display of fireworks. 
This drink is a symbol of igniting the fire within and unleashing a symphony of 
flavors that will awaken your taste buds. 

...................................................................................... £10.75

Kallima
Orange, Jasmine, Elderflower, Mulberry & Black Lemon Gin
Celebrating recently elected India national butterfly. When pursued by its predators, 
this butterfly closes its wings and looks exactly like a dry dead leaf, virtually 
impossible to detect. In full flight, it is a resplendent orange, black and radiant blue.

....................................................................................... £10.75

The World At Her Feet
Cranberry, Coconut, Litchi, Caramelised Pineapple Rum
A celebration of the beauty, elegance, and devotion of Aishwarya Rai Bachchan, 
who was crowned Miss World 1994 and has dedicated herself to Indian culture 
and cinema. With every sip, enjoy this tribute to one of India's most beloved icons.

......................................................... £10.75

NON-ALCOHOLIC COCKTAILS

Granadilla Lassi 
Natural Yoghurt, Tart Granadilla, Sweet Passion Fruit & Coconut Water
What if the Pina Colada was invented in India? Intensely tart and exotic Granadilla 
and Passion Fruit presented in a fresh fruit Lassi style drink that is 
a true showstopper!

........................................................................ £7.25

D&T
Darjeeling Tea, Tart Lemon, Lemongrass & Sweet Elderflower
Not drinking has never been so much fun… A showcase of delicate and fruity 
Darjeeling Tea with supporting roles from elderflower and peach in this light 
refreshing extravaganza.

.............................................................................................. £7.25



Modern Panagam 
Root Ginger, Palm Sugar, Fresh Lime & Green Cardamom
You may know Panagam, you may not; what you absolutely need to know is that 
it is one of the most delicious and refreshing drinks you will ever try. Rich, spicy 
and full bodied!

..................................................................... £7.25

Coconut Grove
Sweet Coconut, Fresh Lime, Allspice & Nutmeg
Imagine walking through a coconut grove on a beautifully warm summers day 
and someone hands you a fresh coconut with a cocktail inside! Sticky and sweet 
drink with coconut goodness.

......................................................................... £7.25

Midnight Kulfiwallah
Sweet Pineapple, Lime Sharbat, Condensed Milk, Pistachio, Saffron
Dedicated to the beloved midnight street vendors of India, who sell the famous 
kulfi ice cream. With its sweet and creamy flavours, this non-alcoholic cocktail is 
a refreshing treat that will transport you to the bustling streets of India. 

................................................................ £7.25

Malabar Sunset
Fresh Mango, Papaya, Sweet Passion Fruit & Pineapple
The Malabar coast is a veritable jungle and it is world renowned for its incredible 
market selling fruits and spices. A stunning exposition of tropical fruits with 
gentle spices throughout.

......................................................................... £7.25

Hara Hara
Tamarind, Green Chilli, Fresh Mint & Cucumber
The savoury world is a huge unexplored world in cocktails. Refreshing from 
the outset, our Harā Harā hosts a flourish of green flavours and allows each of 
them to sing a savoury song.

................................................................................... £7.25

Raju’s Redemption 
Hibiscus, Citrus Cordial, Rose Water, Cranberry
Our tribute to the iconic classic movie "Guide": a delightful drink that embodies 
the spiritual and human evolution themes of the film. With a flavor profile that will 
captivate your senses.

.................................................................. £7.25
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STRANGER & SONS (Goa, India) 42.8%
Notable Botanicals: Gonharaj Limes & Pepper 

......................... £9.50

MONKEY 47 (Black Forrest, Germany) 47%  
Notable Botanicals: Limes, Lemongrass & Spruce

.................... £9.50

TANQUERAY FLOR DE SEVILLA 
(Scotland, UK) 41.3%  
Notable Botanicals: Bittersweet Seville Orange

.................................... £9.50

Citrus Profile

BEEFEATER (London, UK) 40% 
Notable Botanicals: Juniper & Coriander Seed

......................................... £8.00

BOMBAY SAPPHIRE (Hampshire, UK) 40% 
Notable Botanicals: Juniper, Citrus Peel & Cubeb Berries

..................... £8.00

TANQUERAY LONDON DRY 
(Scotland, UK) 43.1%
Notable Botanicals: Coriander Seed & Liquorice

............................................ £8.50

Dry Profile

Prices for 50ml gin served with a complementary tonic water of your choice. 
25ml serve available upon request.



Fruity Profile

BEEFEATER PINK (London, UK) 37.5%
Notable Botanicals: Juniper & Strawberry

......................... £8.00

GIN TING (Birmingham, UK) 42.5% 
Notable Botanicals: Mango, Passion Fruit & Elderflower

.................................. £9.50

WHITLEY NEILL RHUBARB & GINGER 
(Warrington, UK) 43%
Notable Botanicals: Rhubarb & Ginger 

....................... £9.50

GILPINS EXTRA DRY (Westmoreland, UK) 47%  
Notable Botanicals: Sage & Borage

........ £10.00

HENDRICK’S (Scotland, UK) 41.4% 
Notable Botanicals: Rose & Cucumber

................................. £10.00

Savoury Profile

Prices for 50ml gin served with a complementary tonic waterof your choice. 
25ml serve available upon request.



Floral Profile

EG LEMON & JASMINE (Edinburgh, UK) 40%
Notable Botanicals: Jasmine, Angelica & Lemon Peel 

............... £8.50

COTSWOLDS DRY (Cotswolds, UK) 46% 
Notable Botanicals: Lavender, Bay Leaf & Black Pepper

....................... £9.50

WHITLEY NEILL PARMA VIOLET 
(Warrington, UK) 43%
Notable Botanicals: Violet, Juniper, Coriander & Angelica

................................... £9.50

Complex Profile

CRAZY PUNJABI CHAI (Birmingham, UK) 40% 
Notable Botanicals: Coconut & Black Tea  

........... £12.00

BATHTUB NAVY STRENGTH 
(Tunbridge Wells, UK) 57%  
Notable Botanicals: Cardamom, Cinnamon & Clove

............................................ £12.00

BOMBAY SUNSET (Hampshire, UK) 43%  
Notable Botanicals: White Cardamom, Turmeric & Mandarin

....................... £8.50

Prices for 50ml gin served with a complementary tonic waterof your choice. 
25ml serve available upon request.



DJIN OF NIGHT (Birmingham, UK) 40%
Notable Botanicals: Mulberry & Persian Black Lemon

........................... £8.00

COLOMBO NO.7 (Colombo, Sri Lanka) 43.1%
Notable Botanicals: Curry Leaf & Cinnamon Bark

.............. £9.50

OPIHR SPICED (Cheshire, UK) 40% 
Notable Botanicals: Black Pepper & Cubeb Berries

................................. £8.50

CRAZY LASSI (Birmingham, UK) 40% 
Notable Botanicals: Yoghurt & Cumin

............................. £12.00

Spice Profile

Prices for 50ml gin served with a complementary tonic waterof your choice. 
25ml serve available upon request.

HAPUSA (Himalaya, India) 43% 
Notable Botanicals: Turmeric, Mango & Ginger

.......................................... £10.00



Vodka
...................... £4.00(25mL) / 8.00(50mL)ABSOLUT (Sweden) 40% 

ARTE BLUE VODKA  
(Birmingham, UK) 40% ........................... £4.00(25mL) / 8.00(50mL)

GREY GOOSE (France) 40% ............... £5.45(25mL) / 10.45(50mL)

Rum
............... £4.00(25mL) / 8.00(50mL)BACARDI (Puerto Rico) 40%
............... £4.00(25mL) / 8.00(50mL)CAPT. MORGAN (Dark) 40%

BLACK DRAGON SPICED
(Birmingham, UK) 38% ........................... £4.00(25mL) / 8.00(50mL)

BLACK DRAGON CARAMELISED PINEAPPLE
(Birmingham, UK) 38% ........................... £4.00(25mL) / 8.00(50mL)

Whisky
................... £4.00(25mL) / 8.00(50mL)JACK DANIELS (USA) 40%

JAMESON (Eire) 40%.............................. £4.00(25mL) / 8.00(50mL)

DALMORE 12 YO (Scotland) 43% ..... £5.45(25mL) / 10.45(50mL)

SPIRITS



Cognac
........ £4.00(25mL) / 8.00(50mL)COURVOISIER VS (France) 40% 

BAILEYS (Eire) 17% ......................................................... 5.95(50mL)

AMARETTO (Italy) 28% ......................... £3.95(25mL) / 7.95(50mL)

COINTREAU (France) 40% ......................£3.95(25mL) / 7.95(50mL)

ANTICA SAMBUCA (Italy) 38% ........... £3.95(25mL) / 7.95(50mL)

JC TEQUILA (Mexico) 38%.................... £3.95(25mL) / 7.95(50mL)

LIMONCELLO (Italy) 27% .................... £3.95(25mL) / 7.95(50mL)

KAHLUA (Mexico) 16% ............................ £3.95(25mL) / 7.95(50mL)

Liqueurs & Shots



Cobra (draught), 4.5% ............................. £3.00(1/2 Pint) / 6.00(Pint)

Camden Off Menu (draught), 5.8%  ...... £3.00(1/2 Pint) / 6.00(Pint)

Kingfisher (bottle), 4.8%............................................. £4.95(330mL)

Cobra Zero (bottle), 0%.............................................. £4.95(330mL)

Pina Mexicana Pineapple IPA, 4.5% ......................... £5.50(330mL)

Luchador Grapefruit IPA, 4% .................................... £5.50(330mL)

CULT CARTEL (can)

BEER

CIDER

Peacock Apple, 4.8% ................................................... £5.95(500mL)

Peacock Mango & Lime, 4% ...................................... £5.95(500mL)



Vinho Verde Anjos de Portugal, 
Quinta da Lixa
(Portugal) 10.5%
A fine modern Vinho Verde, with aromas of apple and grapefruit 
alongside herbal notes. The palate is medium-bodied and 
refreshing, with a classic touch of spritz.

........................... £6.75 (175mL) / 
£8.45 (250ML) / 24.95(Bottle)

Finca Antigua Viura Sobre Lías
(Spain) 12.5%
A complex unoaked Viura, with aromas of pear, apricot and fennel, 
a balanced, energetic palate, and a long, fruity finish.

............................. £6.75 (175mL) / 
£8.45 (250ML) / 24.95(Bottle)

Niel Joubert Byter Chenin Blanc
(South Africa) 13%
Very attractive notes with lots of tropical fruits such as pineapple, 
guava and citrus fruit, carrying on to the crisp, refreshing palate.

.......................... £5.95 (175mL) / 
£7.45 (250ML) / 21.95(Bottle)

Poggio Alto Pinot Grigio
(Italy) 13.5%
Fresh pear and almond notes infused in this delicately structured, 
stylish Pinot Grigio. Dry yet rounded, with a refreshing finish.

......................................... £6.25 (175mL) / 
£8.25 (250ML) / 23.95(Bottle)

White Wine

WINE LIST



Poggio Alto Pinot Grigio Rosé
(Italy) 12%
With a delicate pale pink colour and an elegant nose of acacia flowers, 
this light-bodied dry rosé is delightfully refreshing.

.............................. £6.75 (175mL) / 
£8.45 (250ML) / 24.95(Bottle)

Côtes de Provence Rosé Carte Noire, MVST
(France) 12.5%
Very refined dry rosé, with an attractive floral aroma, 
redcurrant fruit, and an excellent taste length in the mouth.

.. £7.50 (175mL) / 
£9.95 (250ML) / 28.95(Bottle)

Rose

Spinyback Sauvignon Blanc, Nelson
(New Zealand) 12.5%
Citrus and pink grapefruit aromas lead into a crisp palate, combining 
tropical fruit flavours with hints of lemongrass. The mid-palate is ripe 
and well-rounded, giving way to fresh and balanced finish.

.................... £7.50 (175mL) / 
£9.95 (250ML) / 28.95(Bottle)

Visconti della Rocca Fiano
(Italy) 13.5%
Richly fruited yet still crisp, this flavoursome Fiano has aromas of 
apricot, dried apple and Mediterranean herbs, a rounded mouthfeel 
lifted by citrus, and a refreshing savoury finish.

......................................... £22.95(Bottle)



Deakin Estate Shiraz
(Australia) 13.5%
Good punchy Shiraz aromas of mulberry and plum, supported by 
hints of vanilla and coffee oak. The palate is juicy, spicy and 
satisfying, with a rounded finish.

............................................... £6.75 (175mL) / 
£8.45 (250ML) / 25.95(Bottle)

La Transición Garnacha, Soto Manrique
(Spain) 13.5%
As the pale ruby colour suggests, this is not a blockbuster, over-
extracted expression of Garnacha. Red fruit flavours give way to gentle 
tannins and  a bright seam of acidity. There are subtle herbal notes to 
complement the fruit, but balance and elegance are its hallmark.

............. £6.75 (175mL) / 
£8.45 (250ML) / 26.95(Bottle)

Bodega La Flor Malbec, Pulenta
(Argentina) 14.5%
Fresh raspberry aromas complement Malbec’s trademark floral 
violet notes. The palate is round and soft, with gentle tannins 
to complement the fresh red and black fruit flavours and a hint 
of vanilla, liquorice and spice on the finish.

........................... £7.50 (175mL) / 
£9.95 (250ML) / 28.95(Bottle)

Mon Roc Carignan/Merlot
(France) 12.5%
Inviting aromas of red fruits are lifted by pepper and cinnamon. 
The palate is smooth and spicy, finishing on more berry fruit.

..................................... £5.95 (175mL) / 
£7.45 (250ML) / 21.95(Bottle)

Gamay Vin de France, Duboeuf
(France) 12.5%
Fresh cherry and raspberry fruit leap from the glass in this light, 
crisp red, made in the Beaujolais style.

........................... £6.25 (175mL) / 
£8.25 (250ML) / 23.95(Bottle)

Red Wine



Ca' del Console Prosecco Extra Dry
(Italy) 11.5%
A classic Prosecco with aromas of white peach, pear and flowers. 
The palate is fresh, not too dry. It’s clean as a whistle all the way 
through to the sparkling finish.

...................... £5.95(125mL)
/ £33.95(Bottle)

Champagne Drappier Brut 1er Cru
(France) 12%
A Pinot Noir-based champagne of real elegance, offering intense 
aromas of pear, vanilla and a touch of spice. The dry, fresh 
palate shows toasty notes with lingering flavours of 
hazlenuts on the intense finish.

..........................£54.95(Bottle)

Prosecco Rosé, Itinera
(Italy) 11.5%
A fragrant, fruity, delicate sparkling rosé wine with flavours of 
strawberries, raspberries and passionfruit. A fine Prosecco Rosé.

........................ £5.95(125mL)/£32.95(Bottle)

Sparkling Wine & Champagne

Tormaresca Nèprica Primitivo, Puglia
(Italy) 14%
Red fruits, black cherry and notes of liquorice. The palate is well-
rounded, with soft, supple tannins and a pleasingly fresh finish.

.................... £29.95(Bottle)

Morandé Pionero Carmenère Reserva
(Chile) 13.5%
This excellent expression of Chile’s signature grape combines plump 
blackberry and cherry fruit with savoury notes of graphite and fresh 
herbs. Fine structure and poise on the palate precedes a long, 
moreish aftertaste.

.................. £22.95(Bottle)



Coke ............................................................................................ £3.45

Diet Coke / Sprite Sugar Free / Fanta ................................ £2.95

Mango Sparkling ....................................................................... £2.95

Mango Lassi ............................................................................... £3.45

Salted Lassi ................................................................................ £3.45

Sweet Lassi ................................................................................ £3.45

Still / Sparkling Pani 750ml ................................................... £3.95

Fever-Tree Tonic Water 200ml
(Aromatic / Premium / Low Calorie)

........................................... £2.95

SOFT DRINKS

Single Espresso .......................................................................... £1.95

Double Espresso ....................................................................... £2.95

Americano ................................................................................. £2.45

Cappuccino................................................................................. £3.45

Latte ............................................................................................ £3.45

Chai ........................................................................................... £2.95

HOT DRINKS

The noble chaiwalas of India are an integral part of the country’s street-food culture. 
As you walk past the rustc chai stands, know that many of these are family busineses 
that have been spanning generations. At Indico, we serve the classic Badshahi Chai, 
which is served in a much larger glass, with a higher proportion of milk. An ode to the 
nation and its hardworking locals.



A discretionary service charge of 10% will be added to your bill.




